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No, no, no… The foreign experts in the hall instantly turned pale with fright.
They fled in all directions in horror, but it was useless. A wide sword light swept
across the whole place at an extremely fast speed. He left. After waving his
sword, Joseph turned around and walked out right away. Qian Mian stared at the
scene in front of her in daze. The bodies of the foreign experts suddenly broke,
and they were all cut in half at the waist. Some of the sitting experts even had
their heads cut off and fell to the ground. Then, a loud noise was heard. The long
abandoned

ith a loud crash, stirring up smoke and dust all over the sky… Gulp. The lord had
gotten stronger…Qian Mian’s heart trembled. She turned around to look at the
man who was walking away, and then followed him. “First place,” Joseph
murmured in his heart. After that, Qian Mian experienced an unforgettable night
in her life. Holding a special computer, she constantly located the strongholds of
foreign forces for Joseph. Then, they either took a helicopter or an off-road
vehicle and rushed to the strongholds one by one. In fact, the most
time-consuming part was definitely not when Joseph killed people. Most of their
time was wasted on the way because the battlefield of Outer Region was too big.
However, it only took Joseph a little time to destroy those strongholds of
foreign forces. No matter if the opponent was a warrior of God of War level or a
warrior of Divine King level, they could not withstand a single sword strike from
him. Time passed slowly, and the setting sun completely disappeared. Night fell,
and the sky of the battlefield of Outer Region became gloomy. Soon, there was a
drizzle in the night sky. The rain was mixed with wisps of smoke because on the
battlefield that night, there were more places filled with smoke of gunpowder
than usual. One place, two places, ten places, twenty places, fifty places. As time
went by, more and more strongholds of the foreign foreces were destroyed by
Joseph. The alliance of the foreign forces that targeted Yin Chaoge was
frightened by Joseph that night. They wanted to send someone to apologize to
Joseph, but it was useless. No matter whom they sent, Joseph just kept killing
everyone.. When the foreign forces wanted to threaten Joseph with the experts
of Dragon Temple, Joseph did not respond. Instead, the sword in his hand was
stained with more and more blood of the foreign experts. At this moment, in a
very secretive and the safest base in Smiycia, the senior officials of the military
of Smiycia, several Divine King level warriors and two Titan level warriors were
staring at a projection on the wall of the office, which was the projection of
Joseph killing on the battlefield of Outer Region. “Lord of Dragon Temple! Let’s
retreat. Negotiations are useless. Let all the experts above the God of War level
immediately leave the battlefield of Outer Region!” a Titan level warrior who was
the leader and the commander of the Smiycia military, sighed and ordered them
to retreat. “My lord, we can’t retreat. Once we retreat, the vast amount of resour
battlefield of Outer Region and the resources in the warehouse will all be gone,”
A Divine King level warrior said worriedly. The other Titan level warrior nodded
and said, “Sigh, let’s retreat. Don’t underestimate the determination of a Titan
level warrior. Retreat all the experts above the God of War level and let Dragon
Temple Lord vent his anger on the rest. Sigh, what we did the most wrong was
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that we didn’t know this lord is in Usmait of Frogua and was related to Yin
Chaoge. Sigh, let’s retreat, or else when he really comes to Smiycia, do you think
you can resist him? But, Marshal, that Dragon Temple Lord.is of Titan level, and
there are rules in every country. How could he possibly come to Smiycia? He
hasn’t been out of the battlefield of Outer Region in the past few years,” The
Divine King level expert who spoke the moment before continued to ask.
Because the Titan level experts didn’t go out, usually it was him who was in
charge of the affairs in the battlefield of Outer Region.” At this moment, the
Titan level warrior who first spoke shook his head bitterly and said, “That’s not
the case. Dragon Temple Lord doesn’t belong to the military of Frogua, nor does
he have any position there. Therefore, he does not belong to any force and is
free on his own. If he comes to Smiycia, those who guard the rules won’t take any
action.” “This, this, this is right. My two lords, don’t we still have Mr. Samo at the
battlefield of Outer Region? He’s a late-stage Titan level expert. Can we send our
men to his side?” The expert at the peak of the Divine King level who was in
charge of the battlefield of Outer Region continued to persuade, unwilling to
give up. The two Titan level experts looked at each other and frowned. What the
Divine King level officer said was right. They had spent too much resources on
the battlefield of Outer Region over the years. It would be a pity if all of them
were destroyed. So they nodded. The Divine King level officer who was in charge
of the affairs in the battlefield of Outer Region looked delighted and continued,
“Then marshals, can I transfer those resources to Sky Breaking Valley?” “No!” The
faces of the two Titan level experts changed drastically in the next moment, and
they refused loudly at the same time. If everything was transferred, then Dragon
Temple Lord could not vent out his resentment, and it would not be possible for
him to leave Bang… The next moment, a Titan level expert suddenly slapped the
Divine King level officer on his body.

With a slap, he spat blood and flew backward. The Titan level expert said in a
stern voice, “Kua Ke, you seem to have broken through to the Semi Titan level
recently, right?” “You’re ambitious, aren’t you? Don’t keep challenging our elders.
Not to mention that you’re not at the Titan Level yet, even if you are, you’re just
at the early stage. Who gave you the courage to keep questioning our decision?”
“Huh? We can let you advance to the Titan level, and naturally, we can also let
others advance.

Think about it.” The hidden strength of the commander named Kua Ke was
instantly noticed by the Titan level elder. He hurriedly knelt on the ground and
lowered his head, “Sir, I wouldn’t dare!” “Hmph!” The Giant level expert who hit
him before, snorted coldly and didn’t say anything else. However, what he didn’t
see was the deeply hidden hatred in the eyes of Kua Ke, who was kneeling on the
ground and lowering his head. “You old b*stard, you just wait and see. After I get
promoted, I’ll kill you first! The Smiycia military will be mine, and it’ll definitely
be mine! Mine!” Kua Ke roared wildly in his heart, but the next moment, he
trembled and forced out a mouthful of blood, pretending to be very miserable.
Upon seeing Kua Ke in such condition, the two seniors of the Smiycia military in
the conference room nodded with satisfaction. After looking at each other, they
turned their attention back to the projection of the battlefield of Outer Region.
At eleven o’clock in the evening, Joseph put on a raincoat and followed Qian
Mian to the entrance of Sky Beaking Valley. Drops of rain kept falling from the
sky and landed on the long knife in Joseph’s hand, and then flowed down along
the cold blade. Joseph looked at Sky Breaking Valley in front of him, and the
coldness in his eyes grew. In the depths of the valley, there was an extremely
powerful momentum at the moment, exuding strongly from inside. It was the



guardian of Sky Breaking Valley, the foreign God of War, Samo, who betrayed
and left the Smiycia military ten years ago. But everyone knew very well whether
it was a real betrayal or a fake one at that time. And Samo, a foreign Royal level
master with great late-stage strength, was his present biggest goal. Not to
mention that when he went to wipe out the last strongholds of the foreign
region, all the experts of God of War level inside had fled and gathered at Sky
Breaking Valley! It made Joseph more determined to kill them. At this moment,
Joseph looked into Sky Breaking Valley with a longsword in his hand. When he
felt that the aura of Samo was getting closer and closer, he said to Qian Mian
behind him, “Qian Mian, Samo is coming out, you may leave now.”. “Lord, I want
to stay and help you,” Qian Mian bit her lips and didn’t want to leave. She was
very worried about Joseph. After all, Samo of Sky Breaking Valley was a
late-stage Titan level expert, who was very powerful. Joseph shook his head and
said with a smile, “Just leave. When you reach the Divine King level in the future,
you can stay with me. As for now, just leave. Otherwise, you may not be able to
bear the aftermath of the battle later.” After hesitating for a long time, Qian
Mian nodded. She was reluctant, but she was too weak, and there was nothing
she could do there. She made up her mind that she would definitely try her best
to improve herself after that. Then, she would force the Four Divine Kings of
Dragon Temple and Alpha 1 to advance. All of them were so slow to improve!
Especially the Four Divine Kings, they were too weak! If they could advance to
the Titan level, Lord would not be so tired and would have returned to Frogua.
But instead, he still needed to go to the battlefield of Outer Region in person!
Then, Lord, take care of yourself! Safety comes first. If you can’t win, we’ll just
leave, okay?” Qian Mian said worriedly to Joseph. Joseph smiled and said,
“Alright, I got it. And how unconfident you are towards your lord?” Qian Mian
stuck out her tongue cutely. Then, with a flash, she got on the helicopter parked
in the distance and flew away. Almost shortly after she left, a Titan level expert
appeared on the cliff opposite Joseph. Behind the Titan level expert, there were
three Semi Titan experts, confronting Joseph from a distance. The Titan level
expert on the opposite was clearly the main target of Joseph, Samo, who had the
strength of the late-stage Titan level! At this moment, when Samo saw Joseph,
who was full of killing intent, his face became extremely serious. The person in
front of him was the one who destroyed Ironclouds Organization alone and killed
a middle-stage Tital level expert half year ago “Dragon Temple Lord!” Samo
called out to Joseph solemnly. Joseph sneered. He nodded and looked at Samo,
“Haha, Samo, you’re finally out.”
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Samo stared at Joseph. He did not want to fight with Joseph. Although he felt
that after half a year Joseph would be at most on the same level as him, Joseph
was too young and his growth speed was unimaginable. Currently, the whole
battlefield of Outer Region believed that the Dragon Temple Lord would be
second to that person! Because they were both peerless talents. It was very likely
that in another two or three years, Joseph would be like that person, stepping
into the legendary level in a very short time. Therefore, even though he was an
expert at the peak of the late stage of the Titan level, he did
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Joseph.

Therefore, after thinking for a while, he said to Joseph in a low voice, “Dragon
Temple Lord, how about we stop this battle? Our alliance doesn’t know that you
are at Usmait, otherwise, we won’t send people to sneak in. Moreover, you have
destroyed our 87 strongholds, and your anger should have subsided.” Joseph
shook his head and said, “No, the information my subordinate gave me was not
87, but 88, and the one left is you here. Speak no more. Just fight. I respect you
as a senior in the battlefield of Outer Region so I didn’t ambush you. I have saved
your face.” Samo’s face changed once again as he said in a low voice, “Wait!
Dragon Temple Lord, if you still feel unsatisfied, we can compensate you! We can
compensate you! Tell me what you want.” Joseph waved his long sword and
sneered. WIth a rapid shift, he had crossed hundreds of meters and was instantly
in front of Samo and then he slashed his sword at him. “Dragon Temple Lord!
Don’t go too far! There are two Titan level experts on our side!” With an angry
roar, Samo also drew out a cold long saber to fight against Joseph. But the next
moment, his body was knocked back. Then, the three Semi Titan level experts of
Outer Region behind him joined forces to attack Joseph, but they were swept
away by Joseph’s sword. Between the two Titans as mentioned by Samo, another
one referred to the combination of the three Semi Titan level experts under his
command. The combined strength of the three Semi Titan was comparable to
that of the Titan level. “Ha, two Titans? I fought with them half a year ago!”
Joseph sneered. He ignored the three Semi Titan level experts and continued to
charge at Samo. “Boom!” The long saber in Samo’s hand collided with Joseph’s
long sword. After two loud bangs, the sword and the saber were broken. The
broken sword in Joseph’s hand directly cut off Samo’s right arm. “Impossible! You,
you, you…” At this moment, Samo was startled and he felt like dying. Joseph in
front of him was definitely not at the late-stage of Titan level, but stronger. It
seemed that he had reached the threshold of that level. However, what puzzled
Samo was that Joseph frowned and was in a daze for a short moment. Otherwise,
he would have lost half of his head instead of an arm! He had to run! He couldn’t
fight anymore. He’s too horrible, too horrible. Just like the woman that time,
irrepressible. He had to run away! Samo panicked and roared wildly in his heart.
The next moment, he desperately ran to the darkness in the distance. He had
made a decision in that short moment of fight. Although he still had the strength
to fight with Joseph for a while, he was afraid. He was really scared because even
if he could fight for a while, he would still die. At this moment, Samo immediately
fled to the outside. “Samo can run, but do you think you three can run?” Joseph
snorted coldly, and then his body rapidly shifted three times. With three
explosions, the bodies of the three Semi Titan level experts fell to the ground.
They couldn’t even take one move from Joseph. After killing the three Semi Titan
under. Samo’s command, Joseph frowned and glanced at the darkness behind
him. The moment he wanted to kill Samo, he felt a throb in his heart. It seemed
that someone was warning him. If he really killed Samo, someone in the
battlefield of Outer Region would step up. “Are you the Guardian of Rules? But
you seemed to have broken the rules just now. Samo can avoid death, but he
can’t escape the punishment. Today, I’ll let it go, but I will remember this
revenge…” Joseph muttered to the darkness in the distance, and his stare was
immensely deep. The other party was stronger than him, and he might be the
most powerful person who had really stepped into that level. However he would
not forget that day’s matter. As Joseph muttered, he entered the Sky Breaking
Valley, which was the last stronghold of the forces of Outer Region that Qian
Mian had found, and it was also the largest one. At this moment, with the
abandoning of Samo, and the fall of the three Semi Titans, there were no more



decent experts in that stronghold. After an hour. Sky Breaking Valley was
covered in blood and smoke filled the night sky… The great alliance of forces of
Outer Region, the largest stronghold in the battlefield of Outer Region, and the
stronghold of Sky Breaking Valley were all destroyed! It was said that most of the
people on the battlefield of Outer Region were bad. Almost everyone had killed
people, and it’s just the matter of many or a few. After destroying the stronghold
at Sky Breaking Valley, Joseph picked up a long steel sword randomly and chased
after the place where Samo fled in the distance…When he was chasing after him,
he frowned slightly. He lacked a good weapon. Ordinary steel alloy weapons
seemed to be unable to withstand his current power. Just when Joseph
destroyed Sky Breaking Valley and chased after Samo who had lost an arm, a slim
woman with an extremely strong aura suddenly appeared in the black fog in the
eastern part of the battlefield of Outer Region. She rushed in with a
two-meter-long black gold hammer in her hand. She raised the hammer in the air
and smashed it down on an old man with white hair and beard. “Old b*stard, how
dare you meddle in my brother’s affairs? Are you teaching him how to do things?
Huh?” The woman was nearly two meters tall and extremely sexy. She was
wearing a long black dress. At the moment when the hammer was smashed down,
her long fair legs also kicked at the old man’s head. Looking at the extremely hot
woman in front of him, the old man had a bitter smile on his old face and said,
“Sorry, there are too few Royal-level warriors on the battlefield of Outer Region.
They can’t be killed anymore. After a round of killing by you that time, there
were fewer of them now. You know, they can’t be reduced. Otherwise, something
bad will happen.” The old man sighed and used the dust in his hand to block the
hammer in the woman’s hand. But soon his face changed because it was no use.
He could only release half of his strength and his body was still hit by the hammer
in the woman’s hand. “Boom!” After an explosion, the old man was sent flying
hundreds of meters away. When he landed on the ground, he couldn’t help but
spit out a mouthful of blood. Moreover his arm was bursting with
heart-wrenching pain from blocking the woman’s kick the moment before. The
old man was extremely depressed. The crazy woman was getting stronger! It was
just not long ago. When the old man saw the woman charging at him again, he
hurriedly said, “Stop, stop. I’m doing this for the sake of the entire battlefield of
Outer Region.” The woman landed on the ground and snorted, “Old b*stard,
listen carefully. My brother is going to live in Frogua and he is going to leave this
place. It is those people who are looking for trouble with him! If you dare to
interfere again, I will definitely kill you!” After saying that, the woman instantly
left with the heavy hammer.

“He is not your brother! Your family members are, sigh, I was wrong, I was wrong.
He is your brother…” Before the old man could finish his words, he suddenly
remembered something and ran away. He didn’t want to provoke the crazy
woman, and it seemed that he couldn’t defeat her currently. The old man felt an
ache in his heart. The peerless genius was improving too fast. A few minutes later,
the woman stood on the top of a mountain of the battlefield of Outer Region.
Looking at the direction where Joseph disappeared, she smiled and said, “Joseph,
don’t come back here anymore. Live a good life with the person you like in
Frogua. Don’t follow my path. It’s not a good one. It’s lonely. I heard that you are
married, so you should be happy… I wish you a happy life.” The woman released
her momentum and the dark clouds above her spread, revealing the moon which
was covered by the clouds. A touch of moonlight shone on her, making her look
so beautiful. But no one could see her beauty. There was no one on the mountain.
She was alone and very lonely. After standing for a while, the woman jumped off
the mountain peak and disappeared into the boundless night. The dark clouds



above the mountain peak gathered again, and the rain continued to fall. The
moment the woman disappeared, Joseph, who was dozens of miles away, seemed
to have sensed something in his heart. He turned around and looked in the
direction where the woman disappeared and his heart trembled. Joseph stayed
and stared for a while before he turned around again and continued to chase in
the direction of Samo. And that night, the experts of the entire battlefield of
Outer Region were shocked. When the Dragon Temple Lord returned to the
battlefield, he had killed all the way, killed all the alliance of foreign forces, and
caused the whole battlefield to be covered in blood and smoke. He had caused
countless experts to be frightened, and not dared to enter Frogua again.
Everyone had remembered the name of the Dragon Temple Lord! The entire
battlefield of Outer Region was shaking with fear.
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As the dark night slowly passed, the morning sun in the distant sky slowly
appeared. The rain above the vast and boundless Outer Region battlefield had
also stopped. However, on the Outer Region battlefield, the flames on the
dozens of burned base of the Outer Region alliance grew even heavier. In fact,
there were still some materials that hadn’t been burned down in those bases. At
this moment, if someone were to rescue them, it was very likely that they would
still be able to snatch some back. However, no one dared to rescue them.
Because almost all of them were corpses. All of them had been killed overnight.
There were even God of War and Divine King inside. In the Outer Region
battlefield, so many powerful people died overnight, the vitality was greatly
damaged. So last night, the Sovereign Guardian of the Outer Region battlefield,
warned Joseph that he had killed too much. But at this moment, Joseph was still
chasing after Samo. It didn’t matter whether he killed Samo or not, but he
wanted many people here to see this scene. If anyone dared to disturb his
peaceful life, he would be ready to die. As for Samo, he was the top expert in the
entire Outer Region battlefield, much stronger than the leader of the Ironclouds
Organization that Joseph killed half a year ago. At this moment, Samo, who was
covered in blood, was in an extremely sorry state. The place where his right arm
disappeared was still dripping blood. His aura was extremely weak, and he was
supported by a Titan-level belief. He did not want to die. He had cultivated to this
extent and became an overlord here. He really did not want to die. At this
moment, he was running ahead, and Joseph was chasing him from two or three
kilometers behind. for more Daily updates visit :- “Mr. Dawson! I was wrong! I
swear that I will never dare to enter Frogua! I was wrong. Let me go!” Samo
screamed desperately. Although Joseph did not tell him anything after running
away all night, he seemed to understand what Joseph meant at this moment.
Because if Joseph wanted to kill him, he would have died last night. It was
impossible for him to live until this morning and see the sun that day. Moreover,
he was the top expert in the Outer Region battlefield. He knew some of the most
secret things here. He felt that someone must have warned Joseph since Joseph
did not kill him last night. But although he knew it, he still did not dare to
confront Joseph or violate his will. The Sovereign Guardians could warn Joseph,
but he did not dare. As Samo fled, he continued to shout with his greatest voice,
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“Mr. Dawson, let me go. I will be in seclusion for three years, and I will not appear
in the world for three years!” Letting him go was also meant for Joseph. Last
night, he vaguely knew the real strength of Joseph. It was definitely not a simple
late-stage Giant level, but an even more powerful existence. He even vaguely
touched the threshold. So he was afraid that Joseph would kill him to silence him.
Moreover, Joseph, who was chasing him, was only showing the late-stage Giant
level, so he quickly shouted at Joseph. At this moment, the sky had completely
brightened. The miserable scene of Samo running all the way on the Outer
Region battlefield also shocked countless experts. That was a Royal-level Master
at the peak of the late stage, but at this moment, he was being chased like a dog.
And

from his words, it was not hard to tell that he was really scared of being chased.
Otherwise, he would not have ignored his face and shouted out those words of
begging for mercy.

Then, the experts of the Outer Region battlefield saw Joseph chasing after him
with his sword in hand. When the two of them passed by, everyone retreated, but
this scene was deeply imprinted in their hearts. Everyone understood the reason
why Joseph was chasing after Samo. Once again, they were shocked by the
strength of the Dragon Temple Lord. At this moment, the two Divine Kings under
the command of the Dragon Temple, Gloom King and Combat King, were fighting
crazily with the two members of Team 1. One of them was Bai Hao, Bai Ye’s big
brother! Unexpectedly, Gloom and Combat had already found him. After
receiving the news that day, they mobilized all their forces in the Outer Region
battlefield to search for Bai Hao. For no other reason, just because his brother
Bai Ye sneaked into Frogua for Bai Ye and seriously injured their brother, Vanish!
So the two of them wanted to kill Bai Hao! At this moment, Bai Hao, who was
wearing a black windbreaker and half a black mask on his face, was also
extremely gloomy. His younger brother had always let him worry about
everything, and he was not his biological younger brother. Originally, he wanted
to pull Bai Ye into Team 1. In this way, he could take care of Bai Ye. However, Bai
Ye not only disagreed, but also told him that one day he would replace Bai Hao in
Team l. Therefore, Bai Hao was very angry. At this moment, he was seriously
injured by the two Divine Kings of the Dragon Temple. If his partners in Team 1
hadn’t come to rescue him, he would have died. “Gloom, Combat. Bai Ye is
himself, and I am me! Don’t go too far! I don’t know what Bai Ye has done. The Bai
family has hundreds of people. He is not my biological brother!!!” After Bai Hao
punched Combat, he roared angrily at Combat. With bare arms and a long sword
in his hand, Combat continued to attack Bai Hao madly. He sneered and said, “I
don’t care if he is your biological brother or not. Anyway, there is nothing good
about the man surnamed Bai! Come on, let’s continue to fight. This time, either
you let us kill or you killed us…” After Combat finished speaking, he rushed to
Bai Hao again. for more Daily updates visit :- “F*ck you!!!” Bai Hao was furious,
but there was nothing he could do. He was as powerful as Combat was in the
battle. He was at the peak of the Semi Titan Level, and he might break through in
the next second. It was said that Bai Hao could not kill the Divine King of the
Dragon Temple. He knewmore than his brother, so even if he could find an
opportunity to kill Combat and Gloom, he did not dare to do so. Didn’t he see
that previously, the Dragon Temple Lord had destroyed eighty-eight strongholds
in the Outer Region battlefield overnight… At this moment half of the Outer
Region battlefield was still filled with smoke. At this moment, when the four of
them were fighting fiercely, suddenly, in the sky above their heads, the
incomparably tragic Samo fled. The four of them stopped fighting at the same



time and stared blankly in the direction of the escape. Soon, before the four of
them could react, Joseph appeared above their heads and chased in the direction
of Samo’s escape. “Bai Hao, I killed your brother. If you want to take revenge,
come to me.” After saying that, Joseph flashed and chased after the fleeing
Samo and disappeared. “I… Bai Hao almost cried. That was the Lord of the
Dragon Temple just now. And what was he doing? He was chasing after Samo.
“He’s the old-school overlord of the Outer Region battlefield. He’s an expert at
the late-stage of the Royal level. Do I even dare to seek revenge on you?” Bai Hao
was about to cry. He’s probably the most tragic Team I in the history of the Outer
Region battlefield. Combat took a deep look at Gloom next to him and said,
“Boss is stronger, and we have to be stronger!” Combat nodded seriously and
said, “Well, so we should kill Bai Hao and his partner first. Fight between life and
death is our chance to make a breakthrough.” Bai Hao was speechless. After
Joseph chased after Samo and went far away, a man wearing a black mask and a
black golden windbreaker appeared in the distance where Gloom and Combat
were fighting with Bai Hao and his partner. There was a trace of a smile in the
corner of his eyes, and he thought to himself, “The momentum of the late-stage
Royal level? Ha, Dragon Temple Lord, you are not only that. How can the partner
I choose be weaker than me? You should have touched the threshold. It’s okay to
deceive others, but it’s not enough to deceive me. It’s really strong. I want you to
be my partner more and more…” This mysterious strong man is the one who
communicated with Joseph in front Qian Mian when Joseph arrived at the Outer
Region battlefield in the previous afternoon. At this moment, he was not far
from the four of them. But the four of them didn’t find him. Of course, Joseph,
who just passed by he but he didn’t say anything.

There were ten teams of assassins from Outer Region. Among them, members of
Team 2 to Team 9 kept changing. They would be wiped out from time to time,
and then rebuilt. But Team 1 had never been wiped out! Never! From this, it could
be seen that Team 1 of Outer Region was definitely not as simple as they looked.
They were all Semi Titan level? How could it be possible? Just the mysterious
expert who had been pestering Joseph and wanted to be his partner was far from
ordinary Titan level. As Samo continued to flee, Joseph continued to chase after
him. He had entered the Outer Region battlefield at 4 p.m. the previous day, so
he would only stay here for 24 hours. But this time, it was already afternoon. The
escaping Samo in front of him was shouting so loudly that he could barely hold on.
Joseph also slowed down his pursuit and was ready to leave. After chasing him
for a whole night, he was very sure that after this time, Samo would never dare to
make enemies with the Dragon Temple again, nor would he dare to be a tool for
those forces in Smiycia. However, just as Joseph was about to give up chasing
after another hill, he suddenly saw another battlefield at the foot of the hill. At
this moment, there were more than a hundred people fighting fiercely on the
battlefield. One of them was from the Frogua military! for more Daily updates
visit :- The four God of War were leading dozens of soldiers who were Semi God
of War, were fighting with Team 7? Joseph raised his eyebrows deeply. He didn’t
want to have too many dealings with the Frogua military. He didn’t intend to care
about it and continued to chase after Samo. At this moment, the group of people
who were engaged in battle at the foot of the hill were stunned when they saw a
late-stage Royal level fleeing at high speed. They all stopped fighting. Team 7
had the absolute upper hand and were about to kill all four of the God of War of
the Frogua military. They also looked in the direction of the disappearance of
Samo in shock.



while, Joseph’s figure appeared in the air above the battlefield. He didn’t want to
interfere at first, but for some reason, when he saw an old God of War in the
military of the Frogua from the corner of his eyes, his heart suddenly throbbed.
The old God of War’s face was covered with blood, but his eyes were extremely
firm. Most importantly, when Joseph saw the old God of War, he had a familiar
feeling in his heart. At this moment, the old God of War and his comrades-in-arms
below were almost completely surrounded and killed by Team 7 from the Outer
Region. There were five peak stage God of War assassins in Team 7. Joseph
looked at the old God of War, and his eyes were full of death. Suddenly, he
almost subconsciously reached out his hand and sent an attack with his palm on
the five God of War in Team 7 below. With a loud bang, the five God of War in
Team 7 exploded, instantly killing seven or eight Semi God of War assassins.
Joseph frowned and struck out this palm. His figure flashed again and
disappeared. However, the uncomfortable feeling in his heart was very strong.
Ten minutes later, Samo, who was in the distance, had used up his last bit of
strength and fell to the ground. He could no longer run. He looked desperately at
Joseph, who was walking in front of him. He opened his mouth, but could not say
anything. However, Joseph did not kill him. Instead, he took out a secret
medicine and threw it into his arms. Then, he turned around and left. It was
time for him to go back. “Uh…” On the ground, covered in blood, the miserable
Samo looked blankly at the disappearing Joseph. His mouth was wide open, and
he was extremely shocked. In the end, he became deeply grateful that Joseph did
not kill him. Half an hour later, after Joseph took a helicopter driven by Qian
Mian and left the Outer Region battlefield. At the battlefield where he
interfered with just now, the group of people from the Frogua military, led by the
four God of War, finally killed the remaining Team 7 killers. However, at this
moment, an old God of War, who was sitting on the ground gasping for breath,
had an indescribable feeling in his heart. Why did he feel that the mysterious
Royal level who saved him just now was very familiar? It seemed that he had seen
him somewhere before, and it seemed that he cared a lot about him. The old God
of War frowned deeply. for more Daily updates visit :- He tried hard to figure
out something, but he couldn’t remember it. Was he old? “Charles, how is your
injury? Is it serious? In my opinion, you have long reached the age of retirement,
and Mr. Sebastian has also asked you to go back to Vowhye. Why are you still so
desperate?” At this time, a God of War of the Frogua, who was about 50 years old,
came to the old God of War and said with a complicated expression. And this old
God of War was surprisingly the old patriarch of the Dawson family in Vowhye, as
well as the grandfather of Joseph. He had not seen him many times since he was
a child. He had been fighting for the Frogua all his life, and he was an old Outer
Region God of War in charge of Outer Region battlefield, Charles Dawson!!!
Charles smiled and said, “It’s okay. By the way, Lao Ba, who is the Royal level who
just saved us? Why do I feel that he is very familiar? Do you know him?” The God
of War of the Frogua, nicknamed Lao Ba, thought for a moment and said, “I don’t
know him. What are you thinking about? He is a Royal-level expert!” “The
matchless Titan level expert from the Outer Region battlefield! What are you
thinking? He is so young, yet you still want to establish a relationship with him,
don’t you? Haha, you’ve thought too much. Go back and rest.” “Well, maybe I’m
too old to think too much. Ah, this is the last time I’ve fought side by side with
you. I really feel that I can’t hold on any longer. Old brothers, take care of
yourself. I’ll recuperate. Next month, I’ll go back to Vowhye.” Charles said
bitterly. Looking at his comrades-in-arms, he was very reluctant. At half past four
in the afternoon, Joseph officially took a private plane and left the Outer Region
battlefield. He flew to the direction of the Usmait of Frogua. On the previous day,
he stepped into the Outer Region battlefield and stayed there for only one night,
but it left a deep nightmare for the experts in the most chaotic land. Before he



left, he ordered Qian Mian to let Combat and Gloom to lead the soldiers in the
battle to kill all assassins from the Outer Region other than Team 1. “This time, I
can finally live a quiet life…” On the plane to Usmait, Joseph breathed a long
sigh of relief and thought of Chloe and his wife. A smile appeared on his face.
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